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Swim with
the Mantas

At Royal Island Resort & Spa

Photo by | @sebaspenalambarri

the Maldives - Hanifaru Bay. The

hundreds of Manta Ray’s filter

bay is one of the world’s largest

feeding through the millions of

feeding grounds for Manta Rays

tiny plankton that congregate

that come to feed off the large

within the bay. This extraordinary

number of plankton which gets

display of feeding is taken up a

trapped in the bay during the

notch by the incredible somer-

months of May – November. Once

saults and dancing performed by

the call is received, everyone can

the majestic Manta’s. We keep our

feel the shared excitement as we

hands to ourselves and the flashes

jump on the boat prepared to

off on our underwater cameras so

discover mesmerizing encounters

not to disturb the Manta’s. After

with Manta Rays in the World

snorkelling for around 45 minutes,

UNESCO Biosphere Reserve of Baa

the guide gives us the sign we all

The exciting words that give all

Atoll. Hanifaru Bay is located just a

least want to see; the signal to get

present at Royal Island Resort and

short 20-minute boat journey from

back on the boat. On the way back

Spa the sign that it’s going to be

the resort and as we arrive, we are

to Royal Island Resort there is

an exciting day ahead in beautiful

informed that there are hundreds

positivity in the air as everyone

Baa Atoll. We wait anxiously for the

of Manta Ray’s feeding in the bay.

shares their favourite moments

call from the resort team to let us

Excitement and anticipation fills

with the Mantas. It’s safe to say,

know when to come ready with

the boat as we get ready to dive

everyone had the time of their

our masks and fins and head to

beneath the surface. From the

lives while making unforgettable

one of the most magical places in

boat we jump into a cyclone of

memories.

Look there’s
a Manta in
the Bay
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Escape to your
Deluxe Beach
Pool Sanctuary

At Paradise Island

Elevate your dream holiday in the
Maldives with these brand-new
Deluxe Beach Pool Villas – your
private island sanctuary on the
pristine white sand at Paradise
Island. Curated with a
contemporary Nautical design that
reflects a sense of calmness with
its warm woods, accents of
cerulean blue and sailor stripes.
This luxurious setting blends
unique interiors with the tropical
surroundings, creating the
ultimate indoor-outdoor living
space with a tranquil ambiance to
unwind and relax. Your own private
stretch of white sand and the
crystal blue lagoon is just steps
away; these Maldives beach
retreats offer 150sqm of space to
experience the epitome of

View
Photos

paradise. Take in the breathtaking
views from the privacy of your own
plunge pool nestled by lush
coconut palms and leading out to
the endless ocean; mesmerizing
views to admire for hours. Watch
the sun make its way over the
horizon from your private sundeck,
painting the sky with unique art to
admire in comfort with your loved
one. Located on the east side of
the island, these 30 villas are
equipped with an ultracomfortable king-sized bed, an

Experience the thrill of Altitude
and live your Parasailing Adventure

open-air shower, a bathtub,
high-speed Wi-Fi, 40-inch LED TV,
a coffee/tea maker, and a minibar
stocked with refreshments. An
island sanctuary for couples,
honeymooners, and families to
experience a memorable Maldivian
adventure with some of the best
snorkeling in the world,
exhilarating water activities and
luxurious dining experiences
designed to offer an unforgettable
stay in paradise. This is luxury
island living at its best!

watersports team who will ensure
your safety while taking to the air.
The journey begins as you leave
the shoreline and take to the

lagoon waters on a speedboat.

Once you are geared up with all

the necessary equipment includ-

ing a life jacket for safety, our team
of parasailing professionals will

teach you how to easily ascend

into the air. Experience the thrill of

altitude the moment the wind lifts
you high above the turquoise

waters. Wind and water are the

two main factors for a successful
parasailing adventure; ideal

conditions are when the wind is

consistently high and the lagoon
Embrace all that life has to offer

islands and crystalline lagoons as

water is calm. Parasailing remains

Explore the tropical wonders of the

parasailing adventure. Whether

do water sports at Villa Resorts,

ing pro; fuel your passion for

simply take to the air and explore

experienced and highly trained

most magical destinations.

with Villa Hotels and Resorts.

Indian Ocean at our spectacular

islands alive with buzzing energy
and exciting activities. Discover
panoramic views of pristine

you glide through the air on a

one of the most popular and must

you are a beginner or a parasail-

with no training required you can

adrenaline with the support of our

the beauty of one of the world’s
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Celebrating
Mothers Day
in the Maldives

To celebrate the eternal bond of

polaroid pictures and bean bags

middle. A testament to the

mothership on Mother’s Day, Villa

adorning the soft white sand for

attention to detail and

resorts surprised mothers with

mothers to sit back and relax while

from-the-heart gestures the resort

unforgettable experiences and

enjoying beautiful and cherished

is renowned for. Villa Hotels and

memories that will last a life time.

moments in the Maldives. A true

Resorts is passionate about

In the true spirit of celebrating in

once-in-a-life time experience to

creating unforgettable moments

nature with loved ones, Royal

share with loved ones. The team at

and capturing unique memories in

Island Resort and Spa arranged a

Sun Island Resort and Spa

one of the world’s most magical

stunning cinema set up on the

surprised mothers with a large

destinations.

beach, decorated with fairy lights,

heart shape carved into the white

special moments captured in

sand with ‘Mom’ written in the
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In Conversation with
Royal Island Resort Manager

Mohamed Rashad
Villa Hotels and Resorts was founded in 1988 with the opening of the first Resort Island; Fun Island Resort & Spa.
Mohamed Rashad is a remarkable asset to Villa Hotels and Resorts and has been involved in the operation of Fun
Island since day one. Joining the company with an abundance of passion and ambition for his job, he currently
holds the role of Resort Manager at Royal Island Resort & Spa. In conversation with Mr. Rashad, he explains that it
takes great courage and wit to overcome challenges during these changing times. After developing his knowledge and leadership skills within the company, his passion now lies in sharing his experience and developing the
next generation of leaders.

During your longstanding career

to ensure guests enjoy

with Villa Hotels & Resorts, what

once-in-a-lifetime experiences and

do you consider as your most

leave with memorable stories.

remarkable achievement?

Without my hardworking team
this would not be possible; so, it

Recalling the memories and

makes me incredibly proud to

looking back at my career and

support them and achieve

where I’m at now, I would say that

wonderful things for the resort

my most notable achievement is

with them.

reaching this level and achieving a
lot at such a young age. I can still

What do you enjoy the most

remember how creative we had to

about your current role and what

be in order to overcome operation-

are the challenges that you face?

al challenges that we faced back

big highlight within the hospitality

during the pre-opening of Fun

industry. Royal Island Resort and

Island. I joined Fun Island Resort &

Spa was awarded the “Best

Spa as a Cashier at the start of my

Romantic Resort in Maldives” two

career and over the days, I was

consecutive years in 2012 and 2013.

promoted to Resort Manager.

Achievements like this make me

Under my management, Fun

proud to work for Villa Hotels and

Island achieved the “Best Occu-

Resorts and to be a part of

pancy Award” twice, awarded by

contributing to the company’s

the Ministry of Tourism, Maldives.

success.

Back in those days, we did not
have many awards and winning
this prestigious title twice was a

I think one of the biggest challenges for me was the preopening
experience at Fun Island. We built
a team by recruiting locals with no
previous experience in hospitality.
Some notable experiences I recall
include consulting locals to help
develop souvenir shops, manage
waste and improve the communication and culture shock with the

Our team at Royal Island Resort &

boom of tourist arrivals to

Spa always go above and beyond

Maldives. We faced many
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challenges and we overcame

who wish to experience swim-

them. In the end, Fun Island was a

ming with Manta Rays. Can you

success for the whole tourism

tell us more about the Manta Ray

industry of Maldives.

season in Baa Atoll?

The uncertainty of the COVID

Baa Atoll was awarded UNESCO

pandemic and restrictions is

World Biosphere Reserve status in

definitely the biggest challenge we

2011. Hanifaru Bay is one of the

must overcome now. Our focus is

world’s most renowned hotspots

on providing quality service and a

and vital feeding grounds for

safe environment for our guests

manta rays. The best part is that

and team. Even if our smiles are

this natural wonder is located just

hidden behind our masks, we

a 20 minutes boat journey from

make sure that our guests experi-

Royal Island. During the months of

ence the warmest welcome and

May to November the southwest

experience exceptional service.

monsoon current in the Indian

There is a focus on sustainability
and preserving the natural
environment at Royal Island. Can
you tell us more about the
initiatives that you have implemented at the resort?

Ocean pushes nutrient-rich water
into the western opening of
Hanifaru Bay, which serves as a
scoop encapsulating a huge
number of plankton. The high
concentration of plankton trapped
in the bay attracts Manta Rays

I do not believe the Maldives

from all over the Maldives for a

tourism industry can survive

magnificent feeding performance

without practicing environmental

at Hanifaru Bay. Since we are just a

sustainability. At Royal Island, we

boat ride away, the chances of

emphasize the importance of

experiencing the cyclone feeding

energy conservation to reduce the

are high when you stay at Royal

amount of fuel used to provide

Island.

electricity on the island. Daily, the
engineering team shares the
energy consumption data of the
island and if the usage is too high

What would you inform to
guests planning their vacation at
Royal Island?
alongside majestic manta rays and

then we come up with new ways

Royal Island Resort & Spa has a

to reduce the consumption.

rich history, with even the remains

Moreover, in order to reduce the

of earlier settlers visible around the

consumption of water, grey water

island. The traditional bath can still

is used to flush the toilets and to

be seen in front of Araamu Spa

water the plants on the island. We

which is nestled by tropical foliage

even have our own water bottling

and coconut palms in a secluded

plant which eliminates the use of

spot on the island. The fauna of the

It is important to mention that we

single use plastic bottles. We have

island is as unique as the thriving

strictly follow the COVID-19

also removed all plastic straws

marine life in the turquoise waters.

preventive measures in the

from the island and now only use

The grand flying fox, unique moon

workplace and ensure the highest

paper straws. We are constantly

walking of the sand piper and the

level of safety and care for our

focusing on initiating more

sighting of exotic birds is some-

guests. We request from all our

environmentally friendly practices.

thing not to be missed. One of the

visitors to respect the safety

Our aim is to replace all single use

best parts about staying at Royal

procedures in place to help us

plastic items on the island and

Island which I would share with all

ensure an exceptional and safe

develop more advanced sustain-

guests is the easy access to the

vacation for all our guests. Our

able materials.

healthy and colorful coral reef just

enthusiastic team look forward to

steps from your beach bungalow.

creating unforgettable experienc-

Discover magical once-in-a-life-

es and once-in-a-lifetime memo-

time experiences as you swim

ries for all guests.

Royal Island’s close proximity to
Hanifaru Bay makes it an ideal
location for marine enthusiasts

whale sharks. There are endless
cultural experiences and unique
activities which I believe bring our
guests closer to nature as they
gain knowledge and understanding of the beautiful Maldives.
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We love to see our guests’ capture

beautiful capture shared by Polina

the raw energy and natural beauty

Zvonnikova at Sun Island Resort &

of the Maldives in a fun and

Spa. The natural beauty of the

creative way. To celebrate our

island and a positive energy shines

guests' innovative photos posted

through in this stunning tropical

on Instagram, we will be selecting

capture. Congratulations Polina!

our favourite photo that captures

We will be in touch to send a

an unforgettable adventure,

special voucher for your next

experience or iconic setting at one

Maldives vacation.

of Villa Resorts Maldives islands.

If you would like to be selected

As part of our monthly Newsletter

next month, all you need to do is

we will be announcing our

tag @VillaHotels Instagram profile

favourite photo selected each

when you share your post to

month. The selected creative will

Instagram so we can view your

receive a special voucher off their

capture. Stay adventurous and we

next vacation at any Villa Resorts.

can't wait to see your originality

This month we have selected this

and creativity shine!

